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Quantum Mechanics/Molecular Mechanics Electrostatic Embedding with Continuous and
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A quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) implementation that uses the Gaussian electrostatic
model (GEM) as the MM force field is presented. GEM relies on the reproduction of electronic density by
using auxiliary basis sets to calculate each component of the intermolecular interaction. This hybrid method
has been used, along with a conventional QM/MM (point charges) method, to determine the polarization on
the QM subsystem by the MM environment in QM/MM calculations on 10 individual H2O dimers and a
Mg2+-H2O dimer. We observe that GEM gives the correct polarization response in cases when the MM
fragment has a small charge, while the point charges produce significant over-polarization of the QM subsystem
and in several cases present an opposite sign for the polarization contribution. In the case when a large
charge is located in the MM subsystem, for example, the Mg2+ ion, the opposite is observed at small distances.
However, this is overcome by the use of a damped Hermite charge, which provides the correct polarization
response.

The study of chemical reactions that take place in a small
region of a large system, for example, enzyme reactions, is a
challenging problem. This problem has been tackled by several
approaches, one of which relies on combining quantum mechanics (QM) and molecular mechanics (MM) methods (QM/
MM).1 In this approach, QM programs are used on the small
part of the system involved in the chemical reaction, while a
MM force field (FF) is used to treat the rest of the system. This
approach has been successfully applied to simulate the mechanisms of many enzymes.2 However, current QM/MM methods
rely on FFs that use simple point charges to represent the
Coulombic contribution in the MM subsystem. These point
charges have been shown to over-polarize the QM wave function
when they are in close proximity to the QM subsystem.3 One
way to correct this problem is by using a delocalized charge,
such as a Gaussian charge distribution.4 Another possibility is
to use methods based on frozen density, which rely on molecular
orbitals.5
We have recently developed a FF based on density fitting
methods called the Gaussian electrostatic model (GEM). GEM
relies on the use of molecular electronic density to calculate
the intermolecular interaction by separately evaluating each of
its components, that is, Coulomb, exchange, polarization, and
charge transfer.6,7 The molecular electronic density is reproduced
by fitting the fragment density calculated with QM methods to
an auxiliary basis set (ABS), which makes GEM considerably
faster than frozen density approaches.
In this contribution, we present a nonbonded QM/MM
implementation that interfaces the Gaussian988 program with
GEM, an approach similar to frozen density methods.5 This
initial implementation takes into account only frozen core
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contributions (Coulomb and exchange) calculated by GEM (see
Supporting Information). To our knowledge, this is the first QM/
MM implementation that represents the MM environment by a
FF based not on point charges (or delocalized point charges)
but rather on explicit modeling of the molecular electron density.
Moreover, along with the greatly increased accuracy of electrostatic potentials, fields, and interaction energies,6,7 GEM
provides the ability to include MM electron density determined
at the same level of theory as that used for the QM region in
the QM/MM calculation. Indeed, we have shown that GEM can
model the QM theory level, in the sense that dimer interaction
energies calculated with full QM and with GEM fitted at the
same level of theory show smaller differences than the same
energies calculated with full QM at different levels of theory.6,7
We have tested this new QM/MM implementation on 10
individual water dimers studied by van Duijneveldt-van de Rijt
et al.,9 as well as the distance dependence for the canonical
water dimer (structure 1 in the 10 dimers) and a Mg2+-H2O
dimer. These results are compared with conventional QM/MM
results (point charges).
In the present contribution, we are only interested in the
polarization effect of the MM environment on the QM subsystem, therefore we have not included the QM/MM exchange
(or QM/MM vdW for conventional QM/MM) in the results
presented below. However, it is important to note that the
remaining components (exchange, polarization, and charge
transfer) are not negligible and account for a significant part of
the total intermolecular interaction energy.6,9
The polarization energy of the QM subsystem has been
approximated in the following manner: First, the energy of the
isolated molecule that corresponds to the monomer located in
the QM subsystem is determined. Subsequently, this value is
subtracted from the QM/MM energy of the dimer, which gives
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TABLE 1: Polarization Energies for the 10 Water Dimers
(both monomers)a
CSOV

g03

mult. g03

TIP3P

MK

1.38
0.553
0.245
0.563
0.232
0.009
0.155
0.011
0.124
-0.400

2.06
1.20
0.913
1.11
0.748
0.534
0.553
0.133
0.570
-0.067

molecule B
1.69
1.45
1.34
0.667
0.479
0.459
0.132
0.009
0.394
0.065

1.38
1.19
1.08
0.563
0.231
0.009
0.058
0.011
-0.160
-0.514

2.14
1.76
1.65
1.11
0.747
0.534
0.466
0.133
0.311
-0.170

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

-0.263
-0.242
-0.248
-0.191
-0.171
-0.167
-0.103
-0.017
-0.086
-0.098

molecule A
-0.194
1.15
-0.192
0.920
-0.190
0.885
-0.166
0.577
-0.153
0.481
-0.149
0.459
-0.076
0.352
-0.026
0.009
-0.091
0.251
-0.100
0.075

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

-0.497
-0.457
-0.444
-0.215
-0.193
-0.187
-0.089
-0.019
-0.178
-0.073

-0.334
-0.292
-0.300
-0.165
-0.155
-0.148
-0.064
-0.025
-0.144
-0.055

a
The results shown correspond to CSOV decomposition, GEM using
g03 auxiliaries, multipoles from g03 coefficients (mult. g03), TIP3P
point charges, and Merz-Kollman (MK) point charges.

the electrostatic + polarization interaction on the QM subsystem.
The final approximate polarization of the QM molecule is
obtained by subtracting the constrained space orbital variation
(CSOV)10 electrostatic energy from the electrostatic + polarization interaction. This result is compared with its CSOV
counterpart, which is calculated by relaxing the molecular
orbitals of monomer A in the potential generated by monomer
B, freezing the occupied, and excluding the virtual orbitals of
the latter from the self-consistent field (SCF). The orbitals of
monomer A are kept orthonormal to the occupied orbitals of
monomer B.10
Note that the polarization value from the QM/MM calculation
is only approximate compared with the CSOV result because
the polarization contribution in the CSOV procedure is calculated using orthogonalized orbitals, which is impossible in frozen
density approximations.11 It is also important to point out that,
by calculating the polarization effect on the QM subsystem in
this way, it is assumed that the electrostatic interaction is exact
compared with CSOV and therefore all the error is in the
polarization term.
All the fitted densities for GEM as well as the Merz-Kollman
(MK) point charges have been obtained at the B3LYP/6-31G*
level of theory. The g03 ABS used for the fit is the same as
that in ref 12. The Hermite coefficients for the auxiliary basis,
as well as the multipoles from the Hermite coefficients, were
obtained from the calculations in ref 7. In all cases, the QM/
MM calculations were performed by placing one monomer in
the QM and the other in the MM subsystems.
Table 1 shows the polarization response for the 10 water
dimers calculated with CSOV and QM/MM with both GEM
and regular point charges including TIP3P and MK charges. In
all cases, the response was calculated for each monomer in the
dimer. As can be seen, the QM/GEM polarizations are in good
agreement with the CSOV results, with average absolute errors
below 0.07 kcal/mol. On the other hand, average absolute errors
around 0.5 kcal/mol or above are obtained from the calculations
that employ the multipoles obtained from the Hermite coefficients (mult. g03) as well as with the TIP3P and MK charges.

Figure 1. Polarization for dimer 1 (molecule A, top; molecule B,
bottom) for a range of distances. Inset shows a range from 1.5 to 3.5
Å.

Moreover, in the case of the point charges, the sign for the
polarization response is positive, indicating an unfavorable
polarization interaction. This is most likely due to a lack of
penetration effects, which are present when using Gaussian
functions.
The results for the distance dependence for the water dimer
are shown in Figure 1. In all cases, errors are observed at very
close range (around 1.5 Å). For hydrogen bonding distances
that can be seen in conventional MD calculations, around 2.5
Å and above, GEM shows very good agreement with CSOV
while the point charges have errors of over 5 kcal/mol. As can
be expected, both the continuous and discrete representations
converge to the correct value at larger distances.
Figure 2 shows the results for the Mg2+-H2O dimer. When
the Mg2+ cation is placed in the QM subsystem (Figure 2, top),
the polarization response from GEM matches the CSOV results
even at very close range, while the point charge model shows
significant over-polarization. On the other hand, when the water
molecule is in the QM subsystem (Figure 2, bottom), the point
charge model performs better than GEM at close range and both
converge to the correct value at medium (and long) range. This
is due to the lack of exchange polarization, that is, since the
orbitals of the QM subsystem cannot be orthogonalized with
the GEM density, we cannot capture the exchange polarization
contribution.6,12 In this case, the perturbation of a +2 charge
on the QM subsystem is too large to approximate with linear
response which results in the errors from GEM at close range.
Figure 2 (bottom) also shows the polarization results with a
damped Hermite charge using a modified version of eq 7 of ref
11a (see Supporting Information); as can be seen, the results
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fragments with small charge, this FF provides the correct
polarization response for the QM wave function in contrast to
FFs based on point charges. For fragments with large charge
(e.g., ions), a damping function can be used to overcome the
over-polarization problem. This method also provides the ability
to use matching levels of theory between the QM and MM
subsystems. It is expected to be of use in QM/MM calculations
where the correct polarization of the QM is required, for
example, when a critical hydrogen bond interaction exists
between a molecule located in the QM subsystem and another
located in the MM environment.
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Figure 2. Polarization for the Mg2+-H2O dimer (Mg2+, top; H2O,
bottom) for a range of distances.

are significantly improved. Moreover, it is important to note
that the closest Mg2+-H2O distance from the 1st peak of the
radial distribution function is located around 2.1 Å;13 at this
distance, the results from GEM are in agreement with CSOV.
On the basis of these results, it is evident that, although point
charges produce the correct polarization at long range on
average, care needs to be taken when dealing with medium and
close range interactions, even for nonbonded systems. Note that
in conventional QM/MM methods, the remaining QM/MM and
MM terms may compensate, at least partly, for some of these
errors.
In conclusion, we have presented a new QM/MM implementation that uses GEM to represent the MM subsystem. For
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